The use of youtube in learning human anatomy by venezuelan medical students

Abstract
Human anatomy learning methods have evolved from traditional teaching methods of cadaver dissection, prossection, tutorials, anatomical models and lectures now supplemented by a new e-learning through web based technology. An unnamed survey was handed out to 120 first year medical students of the José María Vargas Medical School at Central University of Venezuela during the academic year 2014-2015. The results showed that 85% of this medical students group used YouTube as an online information resource to study human anatomy, albeit in different frequencies. The 82.5% consider that human anatomy’s videos represent a positive tool to archive the objectives related to learning human anatomy but their perception in 75% of the surveyed about importance of human anatomical dissection has not changed with new innovations in learning human anatomy. The Use of YouTube In learning human anatomy can be a complementary and useful tool.
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Introduction
Human anatomy has historically been a cornerstone in medical education regardless of country or place over the world. This is the matter where medical students learn the indispensable language of medicine, learn to develop understanding through experimentation and develop expertise in solving problems in a three-dimensional space but also represents a critical initial learning experience about the patient-physician relationship. Human anatomy itself is relevant to all, health-care specialties and not only to surgery specialties.

The web based technology had become an integral part of everyday life and undoubtedly influences in the way medical student learn. The proliferation and continued adoption of web based technology has increase new learning opportunity in human anatomy education outside conventional instructional setting. The new generations of students have high standards in worth of digital resources, having had web based technology from early schoolyears including YouTube. The digital era has been distinguished by an expansion in access to free information. YouTube started in May 2005, since then, it has grown extraordinarily to be one of the most popular websites. YouTube is becoming in a growing stage for learning human anatomy and its success can be endorsed to its easy sharing of videos via upload, or emailing a link, or inserting to websites, user friendly publication environment, and the service being completely free of charge. A new service named YouTube Education has been introduced in 2012 giving access to a wide-ranging set of academy lectures and encouraging speeches endorsed by persons, institutions and universities.

Although human anatomical dissection in many countries including Venezuela is still considered the best way to visualize topographical landmarks and anatomical variation, and allow the students to establish relationships between different organs and structures and the three-dimensionality of the structures of the human body The use of online social networks in medical education could change and improve human anatomy teaching and learning; one such network is the video-sharing site YouTube. These aspects have been scarcely addressed in most of the countries and they have not been an issue of research in Venezuela. Indeed, there are not references in Venezuela on this issue. This was the reason to do this research project handing out an unnamed survey about the use of YouTube in learning human anatomy by Venezuelan first year medical students.

The purpose of this research is to evaluate Venezuelan medical student’s perceptions and patterns of usage of this resource in learning human anatomy.

Methods
Human anatomy is one of the basic and first subjects that medical students must study in medical sciences. Inside this branch of learning is human anatomical dissection supplemented by group tutorials (approximately 20 students per group) with a demonstrator who dissect a cadaver with help of medical students and exhaustively review the gross human anatomy in a cadaver in the dissection room during 5 hours per week in 2 days weekly. An unnamed survey by a written questionnaire was handed out to 120 first year medical students in this medical school with a average age of 19years old ranging between 17 and 26years old, during the last month of the academic year 2014-2015. According to the study design, the survey should be answered voluntarily before a cadaver dissection session. The written informed consent of all the participants was obtained prior to their participation. The collected general data in this survey include eight questions: age, gender, use of YouTube before to start to study medicine, use of YouTube to study human anatomy, kind of audiovisual material used in YouTube to study human anatomy (cadaver dissection, power point presentation, surface anatomy), frequencies of YouTube to study human anatomy per day, perception of YouTube’ s fulfillment of the objectives related to learning human anatomy and medical students perception about importance of human anatomical dissection.

Results
A survey was performed to 120 Venezuelan medical students: 73 female students (60.8%) and 47 male students (39.2%), aged between 17 and 26 years old for an average of 19 years old. 117 medical
students, 97.5% reported knowledge YouTube before starting their medical studies and the results demonstrated that 102 of this students’ group (85%) used YouTube as an online information resource to study human anatomy, with a predominance of 66 female medical students, 55%. Considering the dedication of hours of study albeit in different frequencies these range from 1 to 6 hours with an average of 1.88 hours per day. This group of Venezuelan medical students surveyed have a preference for the use of different tools offered YouTube, with the highest percentage 75.8% prefer using tutorials and illustrations, in contrast to 39.2% select cadaver dissection videos. These percentages are overlapped due to several prefers that can choose the same student in this question (Figure 1). In this survey 99 medical students (82.5%) consider that human anatomy’s videos represent a positive tool to help meet the objectives related to learning human anatomy (Figure 2). The perception of 75% surveyed (90 medical students) about importance of human anatomical dissection has not changed with new innovations in learning human anatomy (Figure 3).

Discussion

In this survey 85% of Venezuelan first year medical students surveyed pointed that they used YouTube as an online information resource to study human anatomy, albeit in different frequencies. 75% of medical students surveyed favored the use of tutorials and illustrations in YouTube and also medical students perception in 75% of cases about importance of human anatomical dissection has not changed with new innovations in learning human anatomy, just as they have been reported by other research.17–20

However, due reflection should also be given to the fact that there are known difficulties in procuring enough cadavers to please pedagogical needs in medical schools leading to students complaining of not getting to do dissection because of too many students per cadaver. Cadaver shortage is the problem facing medical schools all over the world.21,22 Dissection of human cadavers is still an essential method for teaching and learning human anatomy in many countries.23,24

Cadaver dissections is utilized as a major tool in teach and learning human anatomy, owing to its perceived effectiveness for understanding classification and inter-relationships of different parts of human body, integration of theory and practice of human anatomy, touch-mediated perception, humanistic care, three-dimensional perspectives of structures, and applications of practical skills.21,25 As the start of YouTube in 2005 the number of human anatomy videos has continually increased every year with an expansion in recent years. The increasing availability of internet, video recording, mobile phones, tablets, other video recording devices, and video editing tools might have influenced this rise. Increased focus on self-directed learning in modern undergraduate curricula could have pushed the demand for these videos, which in turn encouraged the production.4,27–29

Tools for better learning of human anatomy based on evolving technologies are being actively sought and evaluated.30,31 Nevertheless there is no consensus on the best methods for teaching of human anatomy.29,32 Very few research in the literature exits on the use of YouTube as a platform for human anatomy education.27,28,33 The use of online social networks in medical education could change and improve human anatomy teaching and learning; one such network is the video-sharing site YouTube. The new generations of medical studies have high standards in worth of digital resources, having had web based technology including YouTube.

On the other hand medical students should be selective when looking up on public video databases as it can prove challenging, time consuming and human anatomy information may be misleading due to absence of content review.34,35 This research has some limitations, this survey did not assess to human anatomy examination scores among this group of Venezuelan medical students in order to have a relationship with YouTube’s helpful to study human anatomy. The results of this survey may not represent the opinion of the majority of medical students in Venezuela. This survey should be repeated during although two or three years in this medical school and others medical school in order to compare results.

As anatomists, we need to acquire the most effective ways to both leverage and integrate these web based technologies into the learning environment to maximize learning and address the challenges and opportunities of human anatomy instructions.8,15 The new era of cloud computing and huge video sharing communities involves additional cautious as many videos are uploaded by no specialists in human anatomy and contain deficient human anatomical content coverage and unclear information.26 Human anatomy education is a

dynamic field and modern anatomist cannot afford just to preserve all traditionally established. Faculties of human anatomy must accommodate their teaching style in order to be consistent with how medical students in this new digital era learn according to student’s aptitudes, acuities, and expectations. The author of this survey like other researchers, Consider that YouTube human anatomy videos including cadaver videos are not superior to cadaver dissection but they can improve anatomical structural appreciation along with human dissections in the dissecting room.

Conclusion

Different medical students may have dissimilar approaches in dealing with diverse teaching and learning tools for that reason undergoing divergent learning experiences, which may result in differences in the amount and form of human anatomy knowledge among medical students. Medical students’ perception about the importance of dissection has not changed with the new innovations in teaching anatomy but despite its perceived effectiveness, nowadays cadaver dissection alone may not be the only tool for learning human anatomy. Human dissection videos have the potential to turn into an important resource and it can be a counterpart in the human anatomy teaching and learning process. However, this cannot be compared to the experience that a medical student gets when attending a dissecting room. The usefulness of cadaver dissection for learning anatomy should not be underestimated. The challenge is to reinstate more effective teaching and learning tools as the use of YouTube while maintaining the beneficial values of human anatomical dissection.
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